TYPICAL GEOTEXTILE ROADBED PROTECTION DETAIL

NOTES:
1. ADDITIONAL EROSION CONTROL MEASURES FOR PROTECTION OF RAILROAD DITCHES MAY BE REQUIRED.
2. NO SEPARATE PAYMENT WILL BE MADE FOR RAILROAD EROSION CONTROL MEASURES.
3. LIMITS OF SILT FENCE AND FILTER FABRIC PARALLEL TO RAILROAD SHALL EXTEND A MINIMUM OF 20'-0" OUTSIDE EDGE OF SUPERSTRUCTURE OR TCE OF SLOPE ON CONSTRUCTION. A GREATER LENGTH OF SILT FENCE OR FILTER FABRIC MAY BE REQUIRED.
4. FILTER FABRIC SHALL BE NAILED TO TIMBER TRACK TIES WITH "GRIP CAP" TYPE ROOFING NAIL AND PLASTIC DISC FASTENERS OR EQUIVALENT ON 24 INCH CENTER TO CENTER SPACING. FILTER FABRIC ON SHOULDER TO BE SECURED AS DIRECTED BY THE ONSITE REPRESENTATIVE.
5. INSTALLATION SHALL BE ADJUSTED ACCORDINGLY FOR MULTIPLE TRACKS.
6. GEOTEXTILE SHALL BE CLEANED AND MAINTAINED ON A DAILY BASIS.
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